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IRP carriers will not estimate any distances. To print your temporary cab card s immediately:. Add
Jurisdiction supplements will be eliminated. Completed Schedule C TC listing your account information, new
vehicle in the additions section, and old vehicle in the deletions section. Reduced administration â€” no more
add jurisdiction or permits for IRP vehicles. Insurance and jurisdictions Insurance is issued separately from
registration in IRP. The is a Federal tax paid to the Internal Revenue Service. IRP registered vehicles will no
longer require trip permits. A new registrant simply pays the fee shown on the APVD chart and in subsequent
years pays on the basis of actual distance traveled in the reporting period. Documentation shown in an
electronic image must be accessible by computer, tablet, smart phone or other electronic device. If documents
like a or lease agreement are required, you will be prompted to upload them during the process. Definitions
Cab card: A registration document issued by the base jurisdiction for a vehicle registered under IRP. Related
Information. Your bill will be created and available to pay instantly. KY must verify the tax has been paid by
receiving a paid copy of the Schedule 1 including all of the VIN numbers on the required vehicles. However,
if a carrier is changing their operations such as the jurisdictions in which they operate , they will not need to
add the jurisdiction to the cab card but may need to discuss the changes with their insurance provider. This
chart is based on the average distance reported by vehicles registered in Manitoba for all IRP jurisdictions.
Carriers no longer need to select the jurisdictions they intend to operate in. A new fleet can only use the
Average Per Vehicle Distance chart to determine fees for all jurisdictions. If you are unable to provide
acceptable proof of credentials, you may be charged by law enforcement and required to purchase a permit to
complete your trip. Charter buses All charter buses operating in an interprovincial and interstate manner are
required to obtain IRP registration or purchase trip permits. Carriers will be registered under the FRP rules
when they renew with an effective date in calendar year  Must be signed by both parties. Regardless of the
format either electronic or paper , the document must be accurate, valid, legible, and be accessible on demand
when requested by law enforcement. Reduced operating costs â€” no more fees over per cent due to
estimating. If you choose to maintain an electronic format of this documentation, it is strongly recommended
that the document is saved as a file such as PDF, and stored on an electronic device for each vehicle. If you are
leased on to a motor carrier for your authority, you are required to notify your base state IRP office within 10
calendar days if the motor carrier responsible for safety changes. If you do not notify your base state AND
receive an updated cab card, you may be subject to a citation. How it works: All jurisdictions will be displayed
on the cab card. You can also print temporary cab cards right from the same portal. FRP makes the plan more
efficient, more equitable and more flexible for its member jurisdictions and registrants by granting full
reciprocity for all apportioned vehicles in all member IRP jurisdictions and removing from the plan any
provisions related to estimated distance. Calculating fees if no actual distance Registration fees for new fleets
and renewals for fleets that did not accumulate any actual distance in the reporting period will be calculated
using the Manitoba Average Per Vehicle Distance APVD chart for all jurisdictions. The can be paid online or
in person at an IRS office. Estimating distances will no longer be necessary or allowed. Simply enter your
account number, select transfer vehicle and enter your vehicle information. Fees are not recalculated in the
subsequent year. Safety Lease agreement if operating under another carrier's DOT number. Benefits include:
registering once for all the jurisdictions paying registration fees based on the distance operated in each
jurisdiction paying only to the base jurisdiction requiring one license plate or set of plates and one cab card
For more information please call the IRP Prorate office at or , or email IRP mpi. Apportionable vehicle: Any
power unit that is used or intended for use in two or more member jurisdictions, is used for the transportation
of persons for hire or designed, used, or maintained primarily for the transportation of property, and either has
two axles and a registered gross vehicle weight in excess of 11, kgs or 26, pounds has three or more axles,
regardless of weight is used in combination, when the gross vehicle weight of such combination exceeds 11,
kgs or 26, pounds U. Please note that IRP registration does not exempt carriers from obtaining any additional
permits that may be required by a jurisdiction in which they are travelling in. Original plate and cab card from
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the vehicle being deleted. Benefits include: No more estimated distances â€” only actual distances.


